CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

- Wash thoroughly before first use.
- Snap open the drink seal before rinsing or washing.
- RINSE LID IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH USE with warm water.
- Hand wash only. Clean with lid in open position.
- To wash by hand, soak the lid for 10 minutes in hot, soapy tap water. Hand-wash the body with warm water and a mild detergent. Rinse both the lid and body thoroughly before use.

TO OPEN FOR DRINKING

- Pull open drink spout seal with pull tab (Fig A). Fold back pull tab and secure on top of the lid (Fig B).

CAUTION

- For complete warranty information, see GoContigo.com
- The sealing lid is only designed to fit this Contigo® mug. Not for use with other products.
- Mug is leak proof when closed properly. Drink seal must be pushed down firmly and completely so pull tab is flush with lid top.
- The lid closure tab should be in the open position when securing lid onto mug or when removing lid.
- Lid can be screwed onto body in two different positions to allow for right or left handed use.

ADDITIONAL CLEANING TIPS

For additional product cleaning tips, please visit www.GoContigo.com/cleaning.